
By Gus Cotey
Glock pistols are among the most mechanically

reliable defensive sidearms ever devised. Indeed,
some examples have fired well over a quarter-mil-
lion rounds with virtually no malfunctions or parts
breakage. They are light, corrosion resistant, point
well, lightning quick to get into action, easy to
operate, easy to shoot accurately, and essentially
combine all of the best aspects of semiautomatic
pistols and double-action revolvers in one package.
Finally, Glock pistols are fabricated utilizing state-
of-the-art computer numerically controlled (CNC)
machining and polymer molding technologies.

Glocks chambered for the 9mm Luger, .357
SIG, and .40 S&W are built around a medium-
sized frame that fits most hand sizes well. Glock
fans who want a .45 ACP can choose from the
superb larger frame G21 and its shortened cousin,
the G30, as well as the G36 (6 + 1) single-stack
magazine subcompact. While the G21 and G30
are excellent handguns, their frames are a bit too
large for users with small to average-size hands. 

In order to permit the use of .45 caliber in a
pistol with a 9mm-size frame, Glock, Inc. and the
CCI/Speer division of ATK put their heads togeth-
er and came up with the .45 Glock Automatic
Pistol (G.A.P.) cartridge in 2003. This cartridge
was intended to provide .45 ACP performance in
an extra-compact package capable of use in
medium-frame, self-loading pistols. It succeeds
admirably in this regard. 

Glock currently chambers its standard size G37
(10 + 1), compact G38 (8 + 1), and subcompact
G39 (6 + 1) pistols for the .45 G.A.P. These pistols

have respective barrel lengths of 4.49, 4.02, and
3.49 inches and utilize the same size polymer
frames as Glock’s 9mm G17, G19, and G26 mod-
els. The slides on Glock’s .45 G.A.P. models are
about .120 inches wider than those on their medi-
um-framed guns in other calibers to provide them
with the necessary additional mass. 

The .45 G.A.P. round utilizes a case that at first
glance resembles a shortened .45 ACP. The nomi-
nal case length for the .45 G.A.P. is .760 inches
with a tolerance of +0”, -.010”, as compared the
.45 ACP’s case length of .898”, +0”, -.010”. The
maximum overall length for the .45 GAP is
1.137”, while that of the .45 ACP is 1.275” (Max
OAL for the 9mm Luger is 1.169” and that for the
.40 S&W is 1.135”.). Unlike the .45 ACP, the .45
G.A.P. utilizes a case with a slightly rebated rim
with a nominal diameter of .470”, which is .010”
smaller than that of the .45 ACP. According to
Ernest Durham (Engineer and .45 G.A.P. expert
with CCI/Speer), this smaller rim diameter is
intended to assist in feeding by reducing drag as
the round turns upwards. Another difference
between the .45 G.A.P. and the .45 ACP is that the
.45 G.A.P. case has a 26° extractor groove, in con-
trast with the .45 ACP case’s 36° extractor groove.
This provides additional case sidewall material
over the feed ramp area. Finally, the .45 G.A.P. uti-
lizes a .175” diameter standard-intensity, small-
pistol primer, while the .45 ACP uses a .210 diam-
eter standard large-pistol primer.

NOTE: It is NOT SAFE to make .45 G.A.P. cases
by cutting down .45 ACP brass. DON’T DO IT!!!
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